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Foreword
VIBE project is a project that addresses the future of curated cultural consumption and
experience. Co-funded by the Creative Innovation Lab programme of the European
Union, the project involves the curation of culture-generating creatives, the design of
interconnected phygital immersive experiences and environments through tools such as
a digital platform, a digital publication, audio-visual pieces and body wearables, with
focus on impacting on Gen Z audiences as main culture future consumers. The main
objective is to design the next generation museum content and experiences involving
digital technologies, a sort of ‘sensorial Netflix of curated culture´, and involves the
execution of a pilot experience in the form of an exhibition.
The agents helping in this transformational change of the cultural institutions are:
Elisava Research, as main conceiver and coordinator of the project, and introducing new
methodologies in curatorial and exhibition development processes, MAGMA France in
mediation events, Nemorin UK in developing purposeful audio-visual productions, and
by-wire, introducing wearable technology to enhance the visiting experience.
This VIBE Report gathers both the theoretical framework for understanding The Future
of Curated Cultural Consumption and Experience, as well as the insights collected
during the Pilot exhibition experience, namely the Active Activism Act exhibition.
Hoping that you can make use of these learnings,
Laura Clèries & Saúl Baeza, Elisava Research
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1. Context & State of the Art
The cultural sector is in complete upheaval. New sociocultural
behaviours and new technological advances, and also recent
health restrictions are forcing museums and cultural institutions
to transform their activities, challenging them to unlearn and
rebuild through new systems and new mediums. This section
presents the research on current state of the Future of Museums
and cultural experiences, performed within the initial phase of the
VIBE project.
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“Museums have gone through a
renaissance in the past decades.
The modern museum is far more
than a mausoleum to the past: it is
a conversation about the present
and a crucible for the future, too.”

Context

Quote from: How the museum is moving from
conservation to activation. Jonathan Openshaw.
Frame Magazine, issue 133, march-April 2020. p.
136-151.

“We have entered a new decade, where museums
have found themselves in a world that is totally
unpredictable and changing daily with newer
expectations and complicated tasks on their shoulders
every day. The museum world has been confronted
with a rather bitter discussion on the core of its
existence, is facing an unpleasant economic hardship
because of closures under the Coronavirus pandemic,
and is still feeling the uncertainty of rapidly growing
technologies. But under all this adversity, we see a
bright future for museums.”
Quote from: Museums in 2020+. The search for meaning. Ece Özdil, Jüniör
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References:
. Museums in 2020+. The search for
meaning. Ece Özdil, founder of Jüniör
. How the museum is moving from
conservation to activation. Jonathan
Openshaw. Frame Magazine, issue
133, march-April 2020. p. 136-151.

An initial State of the Art research focused on understanding how, from a sociocultural and
design perspective, the future of museums is perceived. Two main reports on the subject
were considered and key insights are hereby presented: Loyalty revolution, Re-engagement,
Political power-houses, Going Phygital, Collections explained, Data frontiers, Into the Wild,
Access for all.

Loyalty revolution.

Re-Engagement.

“”Lockdown has had a profound economic
impact on museums an<d art organisations.
Institutions of every size have been affected
and museum leaders have been pushed to
rethink revenue models. The membership
model, and how membership relates to
Museums´ digital offer, has been a key
focus. Local and regional memberships
and passes must also mind this upcoming
change to stay in the game.”

“Museums around the world are tweaking
their digital strategies; institutions have
embraced digital techno<logies and
encouraged online participation. But too
often digital touchpoints try to replicate the
in-person experience or mimic the physical
interaction. For museums to succeed in the
digital world, leaders and strategists must
focus on the institution´s purpose, their
in-house know-how. It´s not enough to go
digital out of necessity. Digital strategy
must be driven by meaningful engagement.”

“The real question here, actually,
is this: what´s the value that
memberships offer to audiences?

“In what meaningful and innovative ways
can museums digitally engage audiences?

Membership is about the experience,
not the admission.”

Museums that succeed are those that make
digital choices aligned
with their overall mission, human sensibility
and existing learning methods.”
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Political power-houses.

Going Phygital.

“Museums have become key players
in the idea of `soft power´,
understood as the ways in which
countries can forge bonds or
compete through cultural projects,
as well as the concept of museum
diplomacy.”

”Instead of seeing the digital and
physical as competing mediums
that somehow exist in opposition to
each other, the modern institution
can be a powerful example of the
phygital melting pot in action,
providing cues for designers in
other consumer industries such as
retail.”

References:
. Museums in 2020+. The search for
meaning. Ece Özdil, founder of Jüniör
. How the museum is moving from
conservation to activation. Jonathan
Openshaw. Frame Magazine, issue
133, march-April 2020. p. 136-151.

+ Shanghai’s West Bund Museum

“Digital augmentation
of the physical is
allowing museums to
break out of the
gallery space
altogether”

+ National Museums of kenya + Google Arts& Culture
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. How the museum is moving from
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133, march-April 2020. p. 136-151.

Collections explained.

Data frontiers.

“From cocktails with the curator to live
conversations and interviews, museums´
social media channels are being activated
ambitiously. Audiences will also expect such
human connection in the future virtually.
From now on, museums should commit both
to their in-house and online programming
and consider their physical and digital
collections as a cluster of experiences,
perspectives, conversations, and opinions.”

“A growing preoccupation with the topic
of data privacy has taken place in recent
years and this will become the next frontier
also for cultural institutions. It´s increasingly
an ethical question. As museums will rely
more on data analysis for predictions and
insights, they will need to transparently
replan for its use as well, defining which
data can be public, used or how much
data should be collected. Audiences are
willing to share their data, but only if they
contribute to a good cause.”

“The best video content
experiences were the ones that
recognised the importance of
different formats with different
tones of voice, styles and
content around the Museum´s
collection and activities.”

“Qualitative data, with a transparent
process of collection and use, can help
to complement big data and even
diminish the amount of big data
needed.”
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Into the Wild.

Access for all.

“Fitting into the experience economy
(consumers putting a premium on
experience over acquisition and Access
over ownership), the trend for
museums in remote locations that
require a pilgrimage of sorts is well
established.”

“Public cultural spaces play a crucial role in
the body-politic of liberal democracies, and
yet for decades they have often excluded
those with disabilities. Embedding inclusive
practices and reducing barriers to access.
Museums should tackle the delicate balance
between facilitating the artistic vision of an
exhibition and ensuring that is accessible to
a wide range of population as possible.”

References:
. Museums in 2020+. The search for
meaning. Ece Özdil, founder of Jüniör
. How the museum is moving from
conservation to activation. Jonathan
Openshaw. Frame Magazine, issue
133, march-April 2020. p. 136-151.

+ UCCA Dune Art Museum

+ Wellcome Collection - Being Human
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2. Challenges & Opportunities
Additional to the Context and State of the Art research, VIBE also
developed a series of research actions in order to determine the
Challenges and Opportunities for the Future of Museums and
Cultural Experiences. The VIBE Creative Futures Lab consisted of
both a Co-creation session and two targeted ad-hoc Surveys with
around 15 Cultural agents and Museum representatives and 15 Gen Z
audiences representatives, from all over Europe, which yielded a
series of conclusions around Challenges & Opportunities.
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Shanghai’s West Bund Museum / David Chipperfield Architects

Cultural Institutions and Museums
Co-Creation session Experts:

Survey respondents Experts:

+

Francesca Tur (Founder tendencias.tv)

+

+

Pau García (Founder & CEO Domestic Data
Streamers)

Annabelle Michon (project manager La Fabrique
du métro - Société du Grand Paris)

+

+

Peter Visser (Founder of InnoVisser)

Jordi Sellas ferres (CEO & partner IDEAL, digital
arts center)

+

Ian Armstrong (Chairman at Kinetics Group)

+

Carlota Fabregas (Project Manager Contents &
Experiences for CASA SEAT)

+

Miquel Castany (Founder CreatingREM)

+

+

Albert Sierra (New Technologies Manager
Agència Catalana del Patrimoni)

Javier Sainz de los Terreros (Digital
Communication Manager, Museo Nacional del
Prado)

+

Virginia Garde López (General Coordinator of
Audience Development and Security, Museo
Nacional del Prado)

+

Fátima Sánchez (Executive Director Centro Botín)

+

Pepe Zapata (Director TRESC - Comunitat de
Cultura)

+

Anonymous. Museo Nacional Centro de Arte
Reina Sofia

+

Carla Ventosa (Director of Brand and
development, MACBA)

+

Alexandre Therwath (Chef du département
de la médiation, Musée national PicassoParis)
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The General framework for the Co-creation session of the VIBE Futures Lab revolved
around these questions and can serve as Guidelines for future VIBE Creative Futures Labs:
Francesca Tur (Founder tendencias.tv )
What are the new channels for Gen Z cultural consumption?
Pau García (CEO Domestic Data Streamers)
How can data provide more meaningful museum and cultural experiences?
Alexandre Therwath (Chef du département de la médiation, Musée national Picasso-Paris)
What are the challenges within the cultural mediation activities?
Peter Visser (Founder of InnoVisser)
Which technological innovations are being mostly funded and which one could potentially be applied
to the cultural sector?
Ian Armstrong (Chairman at Kinetics Group)
How is the audio-visual sector renewing itself in the cultural experience domain?
Miquel Castany (Founder Creating REM)
How can we design experiences that make users feel like being part of the brand?
Albert Sierra (New Technologies Manager Agència Catalana del Patrimoni)
Which technological iniatives have the most potential of application in your organisation?
Carla Ventosa (Director of Brand and development, MACBA)
What are the challenges of bridging both online and offline experiences?
How can we generate more community exchange?
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The General framework for the Co-creation session of the VIBE Futures Lab revolved
around these questions and can serve as Guidelines for future VIBE Creative Futures Labs:

CULTURAL HERITAGE AND THE DIGITAL WORLD

Content developed by Albert Sierra (New Technologies Manager Agència Catalana del Patrimoni)
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NEW SOCIAL HABITS

TELEPRESENCE vs TRADITIONAL VISIT

As a Challenge
•
Will the public return to the museums ever?
•
Will the museum lose its role in social
culture?
As an Opportunity
•
Can we really think the museum
#digitalfirst?
•
Can we connect with new publics in
different ways?
•
Can we fulfill new needs?

As a Challenge
•
Will the museums be innovative enough to create
meaningful telepresence experiences?
•
Will the physical experience be transformed?
As an Opportunity
•
Will small but agile organizations reach bigger
audiences?
•
Will heritage sector take advantage of its
astounding assets?
•
Will the physical visit be a new mith?

NEW ECOSYSTEM

As a Challenge
•
Will be Amazon, Airbnb and Epic Games the
new cultural dealers?
As an Opportunity
•
Will cultural organizations become new
digital tourism leaders?
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+ A few facts and ratings:
Public will return to visit museums
physically the same way they did
before the COVID 19 pandemic.
3.5 over 5

Cultural Institutions will be able to fulfill
new needs.
3,63 over 5

Cultural Institutions will find new
ways to connect with new audiences.
3,38 over 5

Cultural organizations will become new
digital tourism leaders.
3,15 over 5

Museums will go #digitalfirst in the
next 10 years.
3,38 over 5

Cultural Institutions will need to reinvent
their role in social culture for upcoming
generation.
3,5 over 5

Amazon, Airbnb, Netflix and Epic
Games will be the new cultural
dealers.
2,88 over 5

Small but agile organizations will reach
larger audiences.
3.5 over 5

The physical experience in Cultural
Institutions will be transformed.
2,75 over 5

Museums will be innovative enough to
create meaningful telepresence experiences.
3 over 5
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The General framework for the Survey of the VIBE Futures Lab revolved around these
questions and can serve as Guidelines for future VIBE Creative Futures Labs:
+ What are the main barriers to implementing digital experiences in your organization?
Select all applicable options.

Challenges &
Opportunities

The top 3 main barriers for incorporating digital experiences in organizations
are lack of staff resources, lack of time, and lack of tools.

VIBE Creative Futures Lab

These are followed in a more residual manner by lack of experience, not being a
priority, lack of management support and finally not a requirement of the
agencies that fund the organization.

Cultural Institutions and
Museums
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+ Many museums around the world are incorporating emerging technologies (ex: VR, AR,
MR) in an attempt to create new relationships with their audience and open up their
collection to allow multiple interpretations. Do you believe this is a potential moment for
radical change in museums, or is it another ephemeral attraction point?
100% of the respondents agree that emerging technologies allow for a moment of
radical change more than being an ephemeral hype
Why?

“The digital transformation of cultural and
artistic projects and spaces is inevitable... It is
nothing more than the normalization of the
sector, of adaptation to a new environment
and a new context, as do the rest of the
sectors of activity.”
“We had developed a virtual tour before
the Covid-19 crisis, but this tool proved to
be invaluable when the museum closed.
Our mediators used this 3D tool to make
guided tours. We were concerned that the
public would settle for this format and not
come back, but it is rather the opposite
effect. Like a bait, which makes you want
to discover more in person. But also to
address new audiences far from Paris or
even abroad.”

“Even if things will go back to a more similar
situation as we had before the pandemic, I think
we should profit of the changes and projects we
have develop over these months introducing
technologies not as a final objective but as a tool
for being more connected in different ways to our
audiences. Technology has to be balanced but has
to be part of museums as it is part of our
contemporary life.”
“You allow the audience to experience different
forms of art with an extra layer of interaction.
Although museums bring an experience to the
audience that is more romantic, it is authentic,
emerging technologies allow new generations to
speak their same language and older generations
to experience it from a brand new point of view.”
“General hardware industry trends and general
audiovisual content trends converge on the same
area.”
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+ Within your organization, where are you most willing or most prepared to make a switch to
digital, on a short to medium term?
Organisations are most willing or most prepared to make a switch to
digital, starting from (1) innovating and experimenting (3,38 over 5), (2)
Customisation of user experience (2,88 of 5) and finally, less prepared for (3)
optimization of website and other digital products (2,5 over 5).
(2) Customisation of user
experience
2,88 of 5

(3) Optimization of website
and other digital products
2,5 over 5

VIBE Creative Futures Lab

(1) Innovation and
experimentation
3,38 over 5

Cultural Institutions and
Museums

+ Some examples of Website optimization and other digital products:
“App, CRM, BI, chatbot, automation marketing.”
“Develop websites that better reflect the possibilities of a visit, or that
allow greater interaction for the choice of content of interest and preferred
media to approach Gen Z.”
“Analytics tools for web and social networks, multi-streaming solutions for
social networks, developments that promote the cross-selling of store
products according to user visits to the web, etc.”
“Game contests.”
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+ Where do you think the implementation of new digital experiences can be most helpful to
your organization?
The ‘increase of revenue‘ is the most important driving force for implementing
new digital experiences (4 over 5), much above ‘Customisation of user experience‘
(2,75 over 5), ‘Optimisation of website and other digital products‘ (2,63 over 5), or
‘Innovation & Experimentation‘ (2,63 over 5).
“It is very important for us the monetization of digital experiences, and a big issue
now.”
Fátima Sánchez, Executive Director Centro Botín
+ What formulas would be the best ones to generate new income?
Direct
38%
Indirect formulas (from third parties)
63%
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+ Digitization of a cultural entity is not only about introducing technology. It is necessary to
rethink the model and reinvent channels, ways of relating, and services to cultural audiences.
There is not specific consensus, with a balanced result of 2,5 over 5,
regarding the fact that digitization of a cultural entity is not only about
introducing technology, but also about rethinking the model and
reinventing channels, ways of relating, and services to cultural audiences.
Digitization of a cultural entity is not
only about introducing technology.
2,5 over 5
“It is very important for us to identify our audiences.” Annabelle Michon, project
manager La Fabrique du métro - Société du Grand Paris
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+ Within your organization have you organized, or are you Planning to offer actitivities (or any
other format) to help empower Gen Z, making them feel like they have real power to improve
the world and their own future?
+ Is your organization acting as a empowerment hub for younger generations? How?
“Programming on platforms
more used by young people
and with less academic
content and more linked to
their interests.”

“In certain aspects, yes,
through courses in the
Education area that promote
creativity and the
reinterpretation of classic
works and history.”

“Since 2019, and especially over the
2020 pandemic year, attracting young
people to our art centre and making
them aware of how many things arts
can offer them to grow up and
develop emotional, cognitive and
creative skills that are fundamental
for them and their contribution to the
present and future society. We have
created a special membership for
them, special activities not only on the
inside of our building but also on the
outside, on the street and gardens
that surround our art centre and we
also try not to tell them the things we
want but we ask then about their
needs, their thoughts, we try to listen
to them as much as possible.”

“Our mediation offer includes
creative workshops to rethink
the mobility of tomorrow but
also thematic tours around
vocational guidance and
innovative jobs in the transport
and construction sectors.”
“Yes, creating formation
and residence programs.”

“Yes, we do organise multiple
events throughout the year
focused on Gen Z, from music
sessions to a festival
specifically to empower young
women in the arts. We believe
Gen Z look for variety in their
cultural choices, inspiration
and they want to learn and try
new experiences.”

“We cannot forget the
young audience, but our
gaze is multiple ... since
our target is different.”
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+ Briefly describe 1 change that could be done in your institution, and that you believe would
positively impact on the relationship with Gen Z audiences. (ex: creating roles for young
people in committees and councils)

“Create roles for young people in
committees and councils. Create
specific experiences for them.”
“Create new job positions
specialized in new digital skills.”

“More co-participation in the
preparation of materials and
resources of interest to carry out
successive visits.”

“We have started doing openings of the exhibitions for
them and one specific activity each month. We ask
them a lot and we create our young program by
gathering a group of Gen Z and listening a lot to them.
We also do surveys through social media asking their
interests on music for example, etc.”
“Reflection in progress so that the young people
become guides during a visit for other young people.
Mediation by young people for young people.”
“To ask them what they are looking for, what do
they want.”
“Hold visits and informal talks with members of that
generation.”
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+ What is your vision on a potential collaboration between different cultural and innovative
audiovisual sectors, that use new innovative technologies?
”They need each other mutually... I defend
hybridization.”
“Collaboration is the best way of developing
projects now.”
“It's the only way to move forward and keep
the audience average levels.”
“Interactive physical experiences. I believe
a phygital experience brings up the best of
both worlds.”

“We have an RV space and work from BIM
data which allows a full-scale immersion in
the future stations of the Grand Paris
Express network. One could imagine a
collaboration with sound designers.”
“I think it is always important that this
technology is not an end but a means to enrich
the experience of the public, whether it is in
person or virtual. In each case, technology must
be an aid for the museum to stay close to its
audiences and even reach further to those it
has not yet reached, and serve to experiment,
update its languages and presentation
formats.”

+ In near future scenarios, how important will the use of the following concepts be in
bringing Gen Z closer to cultural content?
Mixed realities
2.88 over 5

Gamification
3 over 5

Participatory entertainment
2,88 over 5
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Youth in power by Ryan Moginley

Gen Z audiences
Cultural institutions urgently need to address and adapt their content and forms of culture
consumption so that they efficiently tap into what younger generations and emergent
sociocultural behaviours are demanding. To remain relevant to this rising consumer group,
they need to cater to emergent sociocultural behaviours represented by Gen Zs profiling:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

A drive to make the world better
Cultural heroes
Conscious digital communities
Real-no fake and emotional exposure
Short attention span
On-demand habits
Customization, creative tools
and personalized cultural paths
8. Own language
9. Self-taught
10. Scattered learning
11. Gamified experiences
12. Humanise technology. Feel. Sensory
experiences
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+ Gen Z audiences Insights:
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Cultural agents have to be in their conversations and with the Aesthetics they love
Content creations > a sort of kid curation comité > Creations show what they are doing
Friendssss
Flirtttt – they love to flirt
Parttyyy - How they party
Real Life
Small Spaces and Atelier visits
Explore
“Ganas con canas” – Bridge desire with experience
Local and neighborhoods- they lovev local but friendship
Louvre partnering with Uniqlo – merchandising
Gamers
Kids are not in netflix
They are lacking something
Real life – meme – my young kid talking with grandfather, twitch on screen
Back to basics
Albert – museums are not digital minded

* Insights by Francesca Tur (Founder tendencias.tv)
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+ El bar de Malaia 44. Digital conversations.

+ IBAI youtuber. Youtube influencers.

* Insights by Francesca Tur (Founder tendencias.tv)

+ Kai Landre artists. Body empowerment.

+ Beepybella. Aesthetics.
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+ A few facts and ratings:
44% of Gen Z visit between 5 to 10 exhibitions per
year, 33% visit 20 to 30 exhibitions per year
78% prefers going with friends, 22% alone, and
none with family
Degree of enjoying going to museums
4,11 over 5
56% of them visit digital-virtual exhibitions,
22% don not
Degree of attractiveness of museum experiences
3,44 over 5
3,22 over 5 think that museums and exhibitions
tackle topics they are interested in
100% think that technology can be a key factor in
new ways of consuming cultural content

+ Do you participate in cultural activities
in museums, besides regular exhibitons?
(Round tables, performances, `guided
tours´,…
44% of them do not participate in
cultural mediation activities (round
tables, guided tours, performances, …)
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+ A few facts and ratings:
+ Which is the most important aspect for you when you visit an
exhibition?
The narrative is the Top 1 aspect when visiting an exhibition (67%), above
the space itself, the physical content, or the audio-visual content, which
appear to be equal in importance (44% each).
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+ A few facts and ratings:

+ From 1 to 5, which is the most relevant platform to consume culture?
Internet is the top 1 option platform.
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+ Do you consider the “Internet” to be the biggest museum in the world?
90% consider internet as the biggest museum of the world:
“Yes, but as big as it is our attention can't be correctly focused on all
the amount of information we receive. There's a problem of quantity,
quality, time, and space.”
“No, as I consider a museum to be a physical experience.”
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+ From your point of view, what is the role of museums?
“As cultural institutions, museums should carry a
responsibility to offer cutting-edge programs to
share and incentive a cultural interest. Nevertheless,
many times these big buildings play a role of a
cemetery for the arts, as Seth Siegelaub said once:
“Isn't … one of the more important functions of
museums, to kill things, to finish them off, to give
them the authority and thus distance from people by
taking out of their real everyday context?”
“To open our eyes. To provide information through a
narrative in the space. To show us different
perspectives of our reality. To make us think out of
our preconceived ideas, and then be a space of
infinite possibilities.”
“I feel like museums have a hieratic, stoic and
passive aspect, where they have answers but they
rarely make questions.”
“To suggest new topics of debate through showing
the work of a collective or individual that explores the
subject. Museums should make the visitor participant
of the exhibition in a more dynamic way to generate a
bigger impact.”

“Museums are spaces that have the power to
exhibit a proposal, an idea, history, culture, all
kinds of communicative manifestation.
Therefore, having this function and privilege of
being able to communicate the voice of other
people to more people, the main role of a
museum is or should be, from a subjective point
of view, an intimate but public space for
everyone who promotes the expression of an
artist (conceived from all fields) to cultivate, see,
unite, and impact a society. In general terms, it's
a tangible conversation with multiple
communicators and receivers.”
“Enrich my imagination of the world, get some
inspirations of my studies, an entertainment in
spare time.”
“To explore, experiment, learn and inspire.”
”To generate a space for questioning, debate,
criticism and-or learning at the level of
personal values, beliefs and knowledge.”
“To share art, in any of its ways of manifestation.”
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+ Which themes and content do you want museums and exhibitions to explore?
“I guess that we have an urgency to connect with
imminent reality which might be approached from
a constantly updated political concern. It is easier
to say what I wouldn't like to support in
institutions funded by public grants. I wouldn't like
to see any more "Monet" or "Klimt" retrospectives
in the shape of 360 immersive experiences, hold
under the statement of creating new bonds
between the arts and the world. There are plenty
of living (or surviving) digital artists who would use
the opportunity to work with this equipment. In
other words, I feel the cultural centers must open
up their doors, not only for the consumers but for
the creatives, as a move to stimulate the local
creative fabric.“
“Culture (modern and historical or how they can
mix together), some physical shows that provided
by people not only high-tech devices, the
interactions with people are more fun than with
technologies(personal opinion). like some
displayers can play with antiques and show people
how they were used in ancient time and invite
people to try.

“Controversial topics such as sex, gender,
race, trauma, death... that make you think and
learn more about them.”
“I personally believe that any type of content
from which I can establish a relationship and-or
identification. In some way I need to connect
with the narrative of the content, it can even be
something that generates rejection,
provocation or negative emotions and thoughts.
It is already something that unites me. Above
all, I consider that dealing with the digital is
crucial to generate debates and questions about
the virtual and technology. Technology is
advancing faster than ever and human beings
are not psychologically, socially and ethically
prepared to understand what it entails every
time a new technology is introduced into their
lives. Perhaps museums should become that
space to slow down and deeply question what it
means that you buy that Alexa for your
husband.”

The future of
museums and
cultural
experience
Challenges &
Opportunities
VIBE Creative Futures Lab
Gen Z audiences

+ Do you think that technology can be a key factor in new ways of consuming cultural
content? Can you give us some examples?
NFTs? haha I believe that the internet in the arts
has established itself as a means and an end. A
space for creation but also as a central theme.
Some of my favorite internet collectors are
Domenico Quaranta and Paul Soulellis.
“Technology already is as it is everywhere, AI (is a
big one and will be increasing).”
For example, internet in one minute we can know
10 new artists, see 30 of their artworks, select our
favorite, and buy tickets to see them in real life. Or
during a cultural activity we want more
information, and quickly have it. The first
advantage that comes to my mind is immediacy,
second connection (between different people,
information, etc.) and this brings community.
Technology also provides freedom, freedom in our
way of consuming culture; Deciding what, how,
when, where or with who we want to see it,
personalized recommendations, etc.

The virtual tours you mentioned before, the use
of the different social media to create new
narratives, interaction design...
“Although technology provides rich content,
as a Gen Z sometimes I just feel tired of
searching information in that huge 'sea' and
get lost sometimes. I really hope some
physical or maybe mixed way(online and
offline) to experience abundant culture. In my
views, culture is not only about stuff but also
people, so communication is also important.”
“Technology could allow the adaptation of the
narrative to the specific person who is
consuming those content (age, culture,
interests...), making it more attractive for
everyone.”
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3. VIBE Experience Guidelines
Based on the State of the Art research, the Challenges and
Opportunities previously approached, and the work performed by the
partners in identifying innovation potential in the Cultural experience
and consumption models, the VIBE project was defined and we
present hereby the theoretical framework and guidelines for The
Future of Curated Cultural Consumption and Experience.
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VIBE project is a project that addresses the future of curated cultural consumption and
experience. Funded by the Creative Innovation Lab programme of the European Union, the
project involves the curation of culture-generating creatives, the design of interconnected
phygital immersive experiences and environments through tools such as a digital platform,
publication, audio-visual pieces and body wearables, with focus on impacting on Gen Z
audiences as main culture future consumers. The main objective is to design the next
generation museum content and experiences involving digital technologies, a sort of
‘sensorial Netflix of curated culture´, and involves the execution of a pilot experience in the
form of an exhibition.
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There is room for disruption within the cultural sector and cultural operators arena. More
specifically the museum sector is particularly conservative in terms of exploring new
modes of experiencing and channeling knowledge and culture and it is, in the current
COVID-19 crisis, forced to innovate. The physical and digital contexts are traditionally and
currently addressed independently, or at its best, the digital layer is just a translation of
the physical form into a digital format. In the same way that education and on-line
learning are undergoing a revolution, cultural and knowledge generators need to shift
from traditional mindsets and embrace further audiences, new user experiences that
audio-visual and new digital technologies can enable, and new business models. The retail
sector is a clear example of how it is turning to ‘phygital´ (bringing together the best from
on-line and brick-and-mortar stores to create a fluid and close customer experience), with
retail experiences being reimagined by advances in augmented reality (AR), creating new
windows for discovery. ‘Phygital´ and 360 degree approaches to culture imply a new
perspective and a zero-ground development of the cross-pollination of digital and physical
experiences as well as cross-sectoral approaches.
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Human centered experiences are transiting to more holistic manifestations using tools
such as body tech (wearables), that enable a profound and a first person perspective in
terms of experience and sensoriality. Haptic technologies are gaining significant
traction, empowering companies to offer a tactile experience for virtual environments. In
the words of Julio Bologninno, founder and CEO of multi-sensory experience company
Meta, “Looking to the future of virtual culture, we should be “focused on maintaining
that tactility, somehow, and maintaining that sense of awe and wonder”. Curators and
content designers need to reimagine the relationship between technology, design
products, immersive environments and human interaction by applying humanist values,
humour, magic, emotion and sensory and gamified experiences. Digital technologies and
digital audio-visual tools, in a world of infinite digital storage, can also enable the
preservation of generated content, focusing on understanding how this content lives
throughout time, providing also a timely extension of the physical user experience.
Moreover, metrics and parameters on citizen cultural consumption, experience and
impact need to be upgraded, alongside the development of these new modes of
experiences, by means of the ideation of new cultural mediating agencies. Culture
curators also urgently need to address and adapt their content so that it efficiently taps
into what the new generations, such as generation Z, are demanding in terms of
knowledge. That is, providing those progressive visions from the design and artistic
arena. In this context of progressive creative visions, cross-sectoral innovation, new
culture consumption and experience models for younger generations that tap into the
megatrends or changes, is where VIBE stands.

+ The VIBE project relies on the following eight key aspects:
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1. Multidisciplinary co-design process. A
problem-solving approach through a
multidisciplinary co-design process using
design-led strategic foresight. Currently in
design research departments (such as Elisava
Research, and its research line Futures Now)
this type of Creative Futures Labs are being
performed, where the objectives are to identify
sectoral challenges (e.g. The future of hospitals
for architectural company PMMT) and find
creative solutions to these challenges, in a
series of methodological co-design steps that
involve the different stakeholders
(multidisciplinar, multigenerational,
multisectoral). In specific, this Creative Futures
Lab methodology will be applied to more deeply
address the above described challenges for the
creative and cultural sectors (The future of
curated culture consumption and experience),
reimagining the interconnected relationship
between technology, digital and physical design
products, audiovisuals, immersive environments
and human interaction by applying humanist
values, humour, magic and sensory and
gamified experiences.

2. Experimentation through design process
methodologies. Experimentation throughout the
project using design methodologies, (Design Thinking,
User experience and Research through Design).
Design is a methodological discipline that can involve,
in certain research threads, the use of mind maps,
visual methodological tools and agile, flexible, fast
prototyping steps that allow for rapid testing of ideas,
and further iteration of the results. This allows for
resilience in the development of projects and the
minimization of risk in innovation projects.
Additionally the User-centric design processes, like
user journeys and user interaction research, allow for
a more focused understanding of the audience and its
interaction with cultural consumption. Moreover, the
ideation and experimentation methodologies should
address the interconnected approach of ‘virtual to
reality and reality to virtual’. The cultural experience is
not only based in the physical space, more than that,
the physical space is just a tool or a medium. The
conception of cultural experience projects should start
from the digital. Digital is the conceptual driver for the
ideation of interconnected experiences, empowering
the conception of new realities.

+ The VIBE project relies on the following eight key aspects:
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3. Discoverability. User centric discoverability
through five threads that are key tools to bridge
content and audiences: ● Focus on Generation Z
and the intrinsic characteristics of this
generation: address progressive cultural visions,
allow for personalized cultural consumption
paths, gamified experiences, short attention span,
continuous content feed and renovation,
multichannel and multi platform communication,
ubiquity and distributed consumption. ● Provide
curated content and a ‘progressive vision‘
European Identity cultural quality label: spot
emerging designers and audiovisual artists from
multidisciplinary environments, which in turn,
represent the type of knowledge and culture that
gen Z is demanding. ● Ensure the preservation of
culture: through the audiovisual and digital media
of the generated content, ensure the digital
archive of the content, focusing on understanding
how this content lives throughout time, providing
also a timely extension of the physical user
experience and a traceable cultural heritage. ●
Cultural mediation: the ideation of innovative
cultural mediating agencies that allow for
promotion and raise awareness. What are the
next ‘personal (culture) trainers´? ● Editorial
innovation. How does the catalogue experience
evolve in a context of audiovisual, digital and
technological advances?

4. Phygital and distributed cultural experiences.
Innovation focus is on providing physical (space and
body) and digitally enabled and distributed
experiences enabled through digital technologies.
Physical: The innovations in the retail sector, where
retail experiences are being reimagined by advances,
for example in augmented reality, prove that there are
new windows for discovery and flatten the path for
other sectors to innovate. In our project we focus on
the opportunity and our idea of interconnecting space
and body to provide more immersive, gamified,
sensorial, and first-person perspective experiences,
through the use of three types of tech innovations: ●
Body wearables (sensors and actuators and
biometrical data) (e.g. Sensory fiction vest) ● GPS
ubiquity (GPS-enabled access to audiovisual content)
(e.g. The silent history app) ● Haptic screens (e.g. Fulu
haptic fingernail) This approach allows for the
gamification of the physical and the physicalization of
the digital. Distributed: we will rely on mobile and
portable technologies (apps, wearables), which allow
for the atomization and ubiquity of the cultural
consumption experience. Cross-sectoral integral
collaboration between audiovisual & digital platforms,
fashion technology, content & dissemination channels
curation, and physical space design is key in making
this cultural consumption phygital and distributed.

+ The VIBE project relies on the following eight key aspects:
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5. Bodily immersion. Fashion tech. Fashion technology is an
enabler for more immersive, sensorial, emotional, gamified, and
phygital cultural experiences. The objective is to place the body
of the cultural consumer as the center for the experience,
favouring a full-body multisensorial and emotional interaction
with culture and not solely through space or screens. Body
wearables (vests, gloves - not glasses such as those for VR)
have sensors (eg. motion,light, temperature, biometrical data)
and actuators (pressure, vibration, temperature, etc) that can
be connected to other digital material (audiovisuals, e-books,
etc) establishing a relationship between the physical support
and the digital narratives. As an example, Sensory fiction
project, by MIT media Lab, is a connected book and a wearable
vest - the ‘augmented´ book portrays the scenery and sets the
mood, and the wearable allows the reader to experience the
protagonist´s physiological emotions by triggering discrete
feedback (changing the heartbeat rate, creating constriction
through air pressure bags, or causing local temperature
fluctuations). These body-wearable technologies have been
long time developed, mainly for the medical and sports sectors,
but have vaguely been applied into cultural sectors.
Additionally, haptic surface technology produces the sensation
of touch and motion, simulating physical interaction in an
otherwise audiovisual landscape. On-line retail is starting to
apply this technology (developed by start ups such as Tanvas
Tech) since the ability to simulate texture and fabric on
smartphones and tablets is a breakthrough for this sector.

6. Cross-sectoral innovation. New
collaboration models for crosssectoral innovation. With this project,
there is an opportunity for sectors
such as higher education institutions,
audiovisual producers, museum
production and cultural mediation
entities and fashion tech startups to
collaborate not as separate entities,
but integrated from day 0 and with
new workflows of exchanging and cocreating. Technology, audiovisuals or
museum production should not be
byproducts or just additional layers of
the cultural experience, but work as
interconnected entities in order to
generate integral cultural
experiences.

+ The VIBE project relies on the following eight key aspects:
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7. Long-term impact. One of the
long-term aims of the project is to
provide a case study for other cultural
and creative operators to learn and
adopt the VIBE approach,
methodology and technologies to
their curated cultural consumption
and experiences. Also, another aim is
to provide cultural consumers of
generation Z but also beyond, an
example of how to consume culture
that arises from curated selection of
emergent designers and audiovisual
artists.

8. Cross-pollination of business models and
indicators. Results-driven project through the use of the
cross pollination of digital business models and business
indicators and cultural impact qualitative and
quantitative metrics. An important part of the project is
determining the business model. The initial idea is to rely
on existing media business models such as subscriptionbased models (e.g. Netflix), or event-based models (29
rooms) and the business concept of ‘the long tail’, which
only e-commerce technologies have enabled (e.g.
amazon). Certain project activities will then be able to
be traced through economic indicators. The business
model should contemplate that in a time of distributed
knowledge and culture and the existence of different
channels, it is possible to offer the same content in
different formats. The distribution and promotion will
rely then on the development of a virtual platform (apps
(e.g. Netflix, The silent history), and digital
communication platforms (e.g. Instagram, TikTok). It
will also be of paramount importance to establish
criteria and metrics for assessing cultural impact
success, through quantitative and qualitative methods.
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Relevance and added value in terms of market innovation

A digital app, under a subscription based model for Gen Z audiences, a sort of ‘the
netflix and amazon of culture´, will be the linking element of all the items of the VIBE
project. Another important item for bridging the cultural and audiovisual sectors will be
the application of design-led strategic foresight and design-thinking methodologies to
do an integral and hybrid development of the project from day zero. Additionally,
content curation will contemplate under the same and equal umbrella both design and
audiovisual arts. The tools and technologies that are innovatively used as mediums for
culture consumption and experience in a gamified, sensorial, emotional and immersive
manner, are various and will be hybrised: Audiovisual - partially activated through GPS
ubiquity, Body Wearables, and Haptic technologies; Space design; and a Publication.
Certain cultural mediation actions and an ultimate event - the launch of the
multiplatform and opening of the physical experience space - will represent the last
execution of the projects´ cultural consumption experience. Knowledge transfer
towards cultural operators will be ensured through the case study report and a
knowledge transfer workshop. Project management will be key to smoothly run the
project and virtual platforms will enable this. Dissemination will be key, and certain
agents and supporters have been incorporated and others will be spotted also as
sponsors. The degree of innovation is driven by the incorporation technologies from the
health and sports sector (body wearables) and retail (haptic technology), the
incorporation of subscription-based cultural digital business models, and the adoption
of futures foresight and design process
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The VIBE curatorial process involved the necessary tasks to achieve a Pilot exhibition that
exemplifies the previous described aspects and that englobes a complexly layered
ecosystem of artists, producers, audiences and technologies.

The deployment of the exhibition, entitled Active Activism Act, demanded a more in depth
study of several of the aspects that conform an exhibition in the 21st century:
+ Identification of the drivers for change
+ Curation in the digital domain
+ Sectoral trends in the production areas:
+ Audio-visual
+ Wearable tech
+ Cultural Mediation activities
+ Emergent digital business models
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+ Identification of the drivers for change
+ Mixed Realities:

#Phygitalaudiences #Virtual-firstworlds #in-personexperiences
Mixed realities: Step aside, virtual reality and augmented reality –
mixed reality (MR) is the next big thing.

+ Participatory entertainment:

#Reactive #Brandedcontent #Contentcreators
Original content economy & Content creators: 73% of US 13-18-

year-olds watched video content on their smartphones. There is going to be
a lot of focus on content creators, and there´s going to be a very big need
for them. Reactive participatory content through creative tools:
56% of Gen Zers use social apps to express themselves creatively. Their
creative arsenal—face swaps, selfies, AR Lenses, lip syncing, and emojis—
has become the expressive staple of the digital arena, and now this group is
using video, sound, animation and more to create rich new visual
landscapes, lobby for their favorite causes, and create new income
streams.

+ Virtual WeTransfer offices designed by Luke Vink

+ Levi's partners with Snap for Pride month

+ Gaming:

#Gamifiedexperiences #Gamefluencers #Game-tainment
New gaming frontiers: Gaming has spurred a new league of

gamefluencers, informed luxury retail, served as an outlet for
wanderlust and wellness, and even a platform for activism. Gaming is
set to emerge as the next dominant technology platform. Gaming
spaces are transforming into cultural centres where people can virtually
gather for community, entertainment and business. Games as also
serving as a stage for cultural events.

+ Fortnite LIFERUN international committee of the red
cross - Hong kong protest in animal crossing
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+ Curation in the digital domain
Relevant narratives. Curation in the digital domain.
Over the past few years, movements from March for Our Lives, to Black Lives Matter, to
the Youth Strike for Climate have shown us that people around the world are ready for a
revolutionary cultural shift. At the forefront of many of these conversations are the voices of a
new generation, one that seeks to create a world that is more free, just, and equitable for all.
They have a unique relationship with digital culture that manifests in how they use digital tools
to consume and create, combining influences from all corners of the world, becoming the
curators of the digital space. Teens are charting a new territory for digital and artistic expression
without contradictions, taking everything as raw material. They are acting with agency and
playing out activist behaviours through new mediums and (un)learning outside of traditional
systems, beyond digital realms.
Identified topics in the digital domain:
LGBTQIA+ RIGHTS
DIVERSITY
BEAUTY
CLIMATE JUSTICE
BLACK LIVES MATTER
MENTAL HEALTH
TECHNOLOGY MUSIC
EMPOWERING YOUTH
(EUROPEAN) AFRICAN AMERICAN ASIAN IMMIGRATION
SEX WORK
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+ Sectoral trends in the production areas:
+ Audio-visual
+ Examples of emergent mixed realities audio-visuals:
Field Trip to Mars: a headsetfree group virtual reality vehicle
experience.

Darkfield: Immersive Audio
Experiences at home.

Zombies Run: a city-immersive
running game.
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+ Possible ideas for application into museum and exhibition narratives:
Narrative 1 On immediate feedback and interaction
Narrative 2 On sacralising space and uncreating the white cube
Narrative 3 On new bodily technologies
Narrative 4 On the tightening of the algorithm and its reflection on us
Narrative 5 On understanding the algorithm
Narrative 6 On visualising emotions through technology
Narrative 7 On self reflection of our bodies and image
Narrative 8 On pronouns and gender fluidity exploration
Narrative 9 On exploration of what means to be human
Narrative 10 On creating and self-curating your own show. Interactive
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+ Sectoral trends in the production areas:
+ Wearable tech

+ Examples of emergent wearables:
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+ e-Pressed: promoting Awareness,
Renewing, Communication.

+ Vibrating Shirt Reacts to Music

+ MOT by TUe students: Craftivists
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+ Sectoral trends in the production areas:
+ Cultural Mediation activities
+ Examples of emergent cultural mediation activities:
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+ SPACE: Hardiskmuseum Social Motion +SPACE: ArtTech House :
Exhibition. Non-physical museum
borderless world

+SOCIAL NETWORKS:
#gettymuseumchallenge

+ VIRTUAL VISITS: Black Country
Living Museum. Complemented by a
narrative and sound effects

+ GAMING: Getty Museum collaborates
with Animal Crossing

+ EDUCATION: MoMa online courses
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+ Emergent digital business models
Which would be the most suitable BM for VIBE experiences?
Which could be the best delivery platform and system for this BM?
How to engage Gen Z in the short and long term?
Which are the recommended partners for this model?
An early compilation was performed of selected CCI initiatives with innovative
and relevant Business Models adapted to current and future Gen Z visitorsusers. Megatrends categories depicted here are Museums (Science,
Archeology, Art), NFT Galleries, Gaming, Participatory Entertainment, Mixed
Realities, and Other relevant (Books - Music - Movies - Crowdfunding).
+ Categories
descriptions
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+ Emergent digital business models
+ Business Models descriptions
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+ #Hashtags for Business Models

Business
Model
examples by
megatrends
types

+ Emergent digital business models
museums:

CosmoCaixa
Gogh by Car Drive In
Mauritshuis Museum
MAV 5.0
Micropia
Online Museum
Planet World

NFT galleries:

NBA Top Shop
OpenSea
Super Chief Gallery
SuperRare
Valuables

other relevant:
libraries

Amazon
Fnac

gaming:

Amazon Luna
Fortnite Liferun
Gazoom
The Sims SPARK’D
Virtuix OmniOne
Zombies, Run!
participatory entertainment:

Clubhouse
Discord
Instagram
TikTok
Twitch
Uffizi @TikTok
Youtube
music

Spotify
crowdfunding

Buy Me a Coffee
Patreon

mixed realities:

Burberry social retail
IDEAL
LoL World 2020
The Silent History
TVE + El Prado
WeTransfer Virtual HOs

resources:

CSS creative approaches
Digital Culture Compass
KEA map for mitig Measures
Museum init during COVID-19
Bibliography
Bibliography – links
Categories descriptions
BM descriptions
#Hashtags for BMs
#Hashtags for contents
#Hashtags for trends
Keywords
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4. VIBE Pilot – AAA Exhibition
Active Activism Act (AAA) is the pilot exhibition of the VIBE project, the
proof of concept of innovation in cultural experiences, where culture
and audio-visual are bridged through digital technologies.
This successful exhibition, presented in Barcelona, is the proof of
concept of key innovations that can be transferred to cultural
institutions and museums: a novel curatorial process, a digital-first
business model, an integration of different exhibition production
sectors, and new narratives through algorithms. Hereby are presented
in an extended manner these takeaways and the results of the AAA
exhibition experience.

https://www.instagram.com/vibe.exp/?hl=en

www.vibe-experience.com
www.instagram.com/vibe.exp
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